May--June, 2018

A little whats happening at TMCT

The TMCT Boys
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Since 2003 - Our Goal- “Children’s lives being made whole thru family love
the smaller boys and
large upper opengirls and now the older boys are smiling big time. High roof structures for ings to provide shade and protection from rain
good ventilation and replacing the deteriorated iron sheets (corrugated tin) when need-be. As funds allow we anticipate addgave adequate reason to hit the improvement needed for ventilation. Our ing a Khonde (Veranda) in front of the door where
boys have received their new house parents well and we are happy to
you see a man standing. Also hopefully not so far
have been able to add a bedroom and sitting room for them. We have
–off future plans will see a similar addition on the
planned the renovation's to facilitate the separation of the boys quarters
far end of this building for the needed second
into two parts. One section with about half of the 13 boys will be part of
Care Family.
Kika and Jane (both employed with us as teachers) and their son
and the othe half of the boys will be part of another family headed by Thankyou Lord
our Electrician-Data entry man and his wife and son who will move to
Bangula once we complete an addition to the other end of the boys quarters…. again with bedroom and sitting room for their own use and then at
that time we separate the boys quarters resulting in a two family set up fpr
the boys to be part of a more normal structured family. This has been a
long time desire for Mary, the management
team, Pam and I to see hapthjcncnnb
pen. Our boys have grown up without a parental couple model other than
us. So this is becoming good news. Once we build the addition for the
second couple it will be GREAT NEWS !!! So the boys area renovation is
almost complete as far as interior plaster and painting goes. The Kitchen /
Dining/games/study Hall has a concrete floor and will have interior plaster
and paint done as funds allow. It is very useable now and so not pressing
to finish until other projects are completed. The same goes for the exterior
plaster and paint for the boys quarters renovation.
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TMCT Classrooms being
opened onto
the playground ..

The door enters into the dining/games/study room . The
windows on the left are where the kitchen is located. The
Below: Now exterior plastered … the Primary School view from open areas above the windows will have gauze mesh wire
Playground. The future will see a Khonde (Veranda) to help
to deal with mosquitos and bats. Due to the wind direcshade and cool the classrooms, probably with arches, running tions additional louvers should not be needed.

the length of the school shown. Now to build 2 classrooms...
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